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Fusion Bags debuts new Beat Series Drum and Percussion gig bags 
 

The new Fusion Beat Series Drum and Percussion gig bags debut at Musikmesse. 
 
Cleckheaton, United Kingdom (1st March 2013) – The new Fusion Beat 
Series Drum and Percussion gig bags include the all new Beat 6 small stick 
bag, the Beat 12 large stick bag, the Beat 22 Cymbal Bag, the Beat 24 
Cymbal bag, the Beat Snare Backpack and the unique Beat Pro Backpack for 
the laptop carrying percussionist.   
 
The Fusion Beat Series are the ultimate gig bags for gigging professional 
drummers, percussionists and extremely serious students.  These heavy-duty 
gig bags will safely and comfortably transport your precious bits of kit with 
high-density padded protection all around plus myriad compartments for all 
your essential gigging and personal accessories.   
 
Hand constructed with a hard-wearing, water resistant, rip-stop Jacquard 
exteriors and soft, no-scratch, interiors the Fusion Beat Series gig bags are 
rugged-tough on the outside and gentle-safe on the inside.  
 
All of the Fusion Beat Series gig bags can be carried via rugged top handles 
or as backpacks for hands-free commuting and travel.  The one exception 
being the Beat 24 Cymbal gig bag which instead comes equipped with a pull 
out handle and trolley wheels so you can glide into the gig even if your cymbal 
set is extensive and heavy.     
 
The Fusion Beat Series gig bags feature reflective badges and piping so you 
and your gear are clearly visible and safety enhanced when on the road or the 
roadside.   
 
The Fusion Beat Series gig bags are available in bold Blue and in all Black.  
Price for the Fusion Beat Series gig bags are TBA. 
 
Additional information about the new cymbal, snare and stick bags can be 
viewed on our Youtube channel: http://ow.ly/hkwlq  
 
About Fusion Products Company Ltd: 
Fusion Products Company Limited is a British-based company established in 2008 by four 
ladies who have the vision to create innovative, functional and fashionable gig bags for the 
serious musician. Fusion designs and manufactures bags for Drums, Guitars, Ukulele, Cello, 
Keyboards, DJ, Laptop and Brass & Woodwind instruments. They sell gig bags and hybrid 
cases worldwide and are a brand recognised for high quality. Fusion has developed the 
popular “fuse-on” and the “Zip-Away” system, which has revolutionised the gig bag industry. 
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